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**ABSTRACT:** Biomimetic apatites are appealing compounds for the elaboration of bioactive bone-repair scaffolds due to their intrinsic similarity to bone mineral. Bone surgeries are however often heavy procedures, and the infiltration of pathogens may not be totally avoided. To prevent their development, systemic antibiotic prophylaxis is widespread but does not specifically target surgical sites and involves doses not always optimized. A relevant alternative is a preliminary functionalization by an infection-fighting agent. In this work, we investigated from a physicochemical viewpoint the association of a wide-spectrum antibiotic, tetracycline (TC), and a biomimetic nanocrystalline apatite previously characterized. TC adsorption kinetics and isotherm were thoroughly explored. Kinetic data were fitted to various models (pseudo-first-order, pseudo-second-order, general kinetic model of order n, Elovich, double-exponential, and purely diffusive models). The best fit was found for a double-exponential kinetic model or with a decimal reaction order of 1.4, highlighting a complex process with such TC molecules which do not expose high-affinity end groups for the surface of apatite. The adsorption isotherm was perfectly fitted to the Sips (Langmuir–Freundlich) model, while other models failed to describe it, and the Sips exponent greater than unity (1.08) suggested a joint impact of surface heterogeneity and positive cooperativity between adsorbed molecules. Finally, preliminary insights on TC release from pelletized nanocrystalline apatite, in aqueous medium and neutral pH, were obtained using a recirculation cell, indicating a release profile mainly following a Higuchi-like diffusion-limited rate. This work is intended to shed more light on the interaction between polar molecules not exhibiting high-affinity end groups and biomimetic apatites and is a starting point in view of the elaboration of biomimetic apatite-based bone scaffolds functionalized with polar organic drugs for a local delivery.

1. INTRODUCTION

Calcium phosphate apatites, deriving from hydroxyapatite (HA), Ca₁₀(PO₄)₆(OH)₂, are appealing candidates for the preparation of bone-related scaffolds due to their intrinsic similarity with the mineral part of bones.¹,² So-called "biomimetic" synthetic apatites analogous to bone mineral may be produced based on (i) good knowledge of the physicochemical characteristics of biological apatites and (ii) an appropriate control on synthesis (and eventual post-treatments) conditions, as shown previously.²,³ As for bone apatites, these biomimetic analogs are nanocrystalline and nonstoichiometric and exhibit a high surface reactivity directly linked to the presence, on the nanocrystals, of a nonapatitic hydrated layer containing labile ions.⁴,⁵ This surface reactivity has been shown to allow the preparation of apatite nanocrystals functionalized with various types of ions or (bio)molecules of interest: for instance, the association of antibacterial enzymes,⁶ bisphosphonates,⁷,⁸ growth factor⁹,¹⁰ bioactive ions (e.g., Sr²⁺, Mg²⁺),¹¹ or anticancer drugs¹²,¹³ has been reported. Such associations are facilitated by the existence of charged (end) groups and especially of anionic chemical functions (such as phosphate, phosphonate, or else carboxylate) from the adsorbate and surface ions located on apatite (nano)crystals.¹⁴ This is especially the case for the above references. Further insights on surface aspects and surface functionalization of apatitic systems can be found in more depth elsewhere.¹⁴,¹⁵

The possibility to confer additional functionalities such as antimicrobial properties, improved osteoconduction/osteoinduction, etc., to biomimetic apatite-based systems can therefore be seen as a resourceful way to tailor bone-repair biomaterials in regard to the patients’ needs. In particular, adjoining antibacterial properties to biomimetic apatite scaffolds appears especially appealing in view of combining the good osteointegration/conduction/induction features of nanocrystalline apatites with the antibacterial properties of an associated agent. This is all the more relevant since bone surgery often implies heavy procedures where the risk of infiltrating pathogens (e.g., Staphylococcus aureus, Staphylococcus epidermidis...) may not a priori be totally eliminated. Also, installed bone infections appear difficult to eradicate due to bone porosity, thus suggesting that infection prevention should be privileged. Although the use of systemic administration of antibiotics is broadly performed, it cannot target the surgical area and the determination of adapted doses remains delicate. The
posibility to convey directly to the implanted biomaterial some antimicrobial functions is thus particularly attractive. One way to achieve this goal is to associate (limited amounts of) antibiotics in a controlled manner. The concept of associating antibacterial drugs to bone-related biomaterials is not new per se (see for example refs 16–18), but the use of biomimetic nanocrystalline apatites that mimic the characteristics of bone apatite has not been widely addressed as yet and still deserves attention. This is the topic of the present physicochemical study, where the adsorptive behavior (in terms of kinetics of adsorption, adsorption isotherm, and preliminary desorption aspects) of one of the most widely used wide spectrum antibiotic drugs, tetracycline or TC (active against various Gram-negative and Gram-positive microorganisms, already used in some scaffold formulations19,20), onto a biomimetic nanocrystalline apatite was investigated in depth. Besides the use of a biomimetic apatite substrate for associating an antibiotic agent such as tetracycline, one additional particularity of this work is to analyze the adsorbent behavior of a molecule that does not expose any “high-affinity” charged end group (such as phosphates, phosphonates, carboxylates; see, for example, ref 14) and for which the adsorption process is bound to be guided only by the presence of polar functional groups, which has rarely been addressed to our knowledge in the literature.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1. Synthesis of the Nanocrystalline Apatite Substrate. The “model” nanocrystalline apatite sample used as adsorption substrate in this study was obtained by precipitation at room temperature and close to physiological pH (7.2), the latter being ensured by an excess of phosphate ions in the medium. Two starting solutions were used: solution A contained calcium nitrate tetrahydrate (Merck Emsure grade, purity 99.0%) as calcium source (calcium concentration of 0.3 M), and solution B contained diamonium hydrogen phosphate (VWR Normapur grade, purity 99.0%) as phosphate source (phosphate concentration 0.6 M). After rapidly pouring solution A into solution B and mixing, the precipitate was left to mature for 1 day prior to filtration on a Büchner funnel, washing with deionized water, and freeze drying, leading to a powder sample used as such in the adsorption study.

2.2. Physicochemical Characterization. The physicochemical characteristics of the apatite substrate were drawn from complementary analyses. Structural features were investigated by way of X-ray diffraction (XRD) on an INEL 120 CPS diffractometer (cobalt radiation, λCo = 1.78892 Å). Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectra were recorded on a Nicolet 5700 spectrometer in the range 400–4000 cm⁻¹ (64 scans, at a resolution of 4 cm⁻¹). Calcium and orthophosphate (PO₄³⁻ and HPO₄²⁻) ionic contents were determined after dissolution of the apatite powder in perchloric acid, respectively, by EDTA complexometry and visible spectrophotometry (using the phospho–vanado–molybdic complex, at λ = 460 nm). The relative uncertainty on calcium and phosphorus concentrations is evaluated to 0.5%. The specific surface area, Sₐ, of the sample was determined using the BET method (nitrogen adsorption) on a Nova 1000 Quantachrome apparatus.

Tetracycline (TC) in solution was titrated in this work by UV spectrophotometry (molar absorption coefficient of tetracycline ε = 136 L·mol⁻¹·cm⁻¹), by monitoring the optical density at 355 nm (absorption maximum), and in relation with a calibration curve established between 0 and 1000 mg/L of TC (correlation coefficient 0.9999).

2.3. Tetracycline (TC) Adsorption and Release Experiments. The commercial tetracycline (see Figure 1) used in this work was in the form of the rather soluble tetracycline phosphate salt (Sigma, CAS No. 1336-20-5): 100 mg of compound containing 82 mg of TC. In the text, all TC masses will refer to pure TC and be given in milligrams of tetracycline per liter (= ppm).

Note that "phosphate salt" simply implies that the counterion is of phosphate nature: after immersion, the phosphate counterion dissolves in the medium without being "attached" to the tetracycline molecule, which exhibits the form indicated in Figure 1.

The adsorption study was performed in deionized water at a pH close to neutral and at room temperature (∼22°C), corresponding to conceivable conditions usable in practice (e.g., by industrial companies) for the preparation of drug-loaded systems. TC adsorption on biomimetic apatite was carried out here in two steps, as indicated below.

First, a kinetic survey was carried out so as to determine the amount of time needed to reach the thermodynamic adsorption equilibrium. To this goal, seven time points were examined, between 15 and 105 min, using in each case 20 mg of apatite suspended in 5 mL of TC solution at a concentration of 820 mg/L (corresponding to 1000 mg/L of the commercial TC phosphate complex). After the selected duration, the sample was immediately isolated from the supernatant by centrifugation (2 min at 5000 rpm), and the supernatant was titrated by UV spectrophotometry as indicated above.

Second, the adsorption isotherm of TC on the biomimetic apatite substrate was established with the same solid/liquid ratio and temperature (22°C) as for the kinetic study but varying the initial TC concentration in the 0–820 mg/L range (for a contact time of 100 min). As above, each sample was centrifuged and the TC concentration in the supernatant was titrated by UV spectrophotometry.

In each case, the amount of tetracycline (TC) adsorbed on the apatite substrate was determined by difference between the initial TC concentration and the final concentration in the supernatant.

TC release was carried out in deionized water set to pH 7.4 by adequate NaOH or HCl dropwise addition, at room temperature, over a period of 95 h. To this aim, an apatite pellet (13 mm diameter, ∼1 mm thick) was prepared by uniaxial pressing (10 s under 8 tons) of 96 mg of apatite powder preliminarily loaded with adsorbed TC, and the pellet was introduced in a Sotax CE 1 DISSTEST recirculation cell consisting in a reactor chamber containing the pellet, a reservoir for the medium, an integrated pump, and the necessary tubing (total volume cell + tubing = 50 mL). The TC-loaded apatite

Figure 1. Chemical formula of tetracycline (TC).
sample used in this release experiment was prepared by contacting 200 mg of apatite powder with 50 mL of TC solution (thus keeping the same solid/solution ratio as for the adsorption study) with an initial concentration of 490 mg TC/L. After a contact time of 100 min, the apatite was retrieved by filtration on a Büchner funnel, washing with deionized water, and freeze drying for 22 h (freeze drier set to −80 °C and a residual pressure of 0.1 mbar). A total of 50 mL of recirculating medium (water set to pH 7.4) was used in the recirculation cell at a flow rate of 15 mL/min. At selected time points, 5 mL of medium was sampled and analyzed by UV spectrophotometry as above, for TC titration, and they were replaced immediately by 5 mL of deionized water for maintaining a constant volume throughout each experiment, in accordance with sink pharmaceutical conditions.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1. Physicochemical Characterization of Apatite Substrate. The apatite sample prepared in this work (apatite matured for 1 day at room temperature) was characterized on a physicochemical basis by way of complementary techniques. XRD analyses pointed to the typical characteristic X-ray diffraction pattern of a low-crystallinity apatitic phase, as in the case of bone apatite. Figure 2 reports the obtained XRD pattern of prepared apatite substrate, in comparison to stoichiometric hydroxyapatite and to rat bone (9 month old).

![XRD pattern of prepared apatite substrate, in comparison to stoichiometric hydroxyapatite and to rat bone (9 month old).](image)

In order to inspect further the nonstoichiometry of this apatite compound, chemical analyses were carried out to determine its overall Ca/P molar ratio. The experimental value reached, i.e., Ca/P ≈ 1.46 ± 0.02, was found to be significantly lower than the one (1.67) characteristic of stoichiometric hydroxyapatite, thus confirming the presence of ion vacancies, especially in calcium sites. Such low Ca/P ratios are also observed in bone apatite.

All these XRD, FTIR, and chemical analysis results thus highlight the “biomimetic-like” character of this apatite sample, thanks to evident similarities with bone apatite, which may thus be seen as a good candidate for the preparation of bone-repair scaffolds. It thus appears appropriate in the present study that focuses on the adsorption behavior of the antimicrobial drug tetracycline.

3.2. Investigation of TC Adsorption and Release Aspects. 3.2.1. Kinetics of TC Adsorption. In a first step, the kinetics of adsorption of TC, at room temperature, onto the above-characterized biomimetic apatite substrate was followed (described in the Materials and Methods). Figure 4 reports the observed data plotted in terms of the amount adsorbed vs the contact time in solution. TC adsorption reached quasi-equilibrium in 30 min, which is, for example, faster than TC sorption on clays/montmorillonite. Also, the adsorption capacity was around 35 mg/g (see Figure 4), corresponding to value 0.29 mg/m², which is, for instance, in the same range as for carbon nanotubes (0.3 mg/m²), greater than for goethite (0.14 mg/m²), but lower than for Illite (0.59 mg/m²).

In order to further investigate the kinetics of adsorption between TC molecules and the surface of our biomimetic apatite, the data points were tentatively fitted with various kinetic models. In a first step, the pseudo-first-order and pseudo-second-order kinetic models were considered. Note that, in this context of adsorption kinetics, the prefix pseudo relates to the fact that the considered concentrations are not for dissolved solutes in a liquid phase but for adsorbed species linked...
to a solid surface, as was, for example, reminded by Qiu et al. These models were indeed often discussed in the literature by authors trying to fit their kinetic data with relatively simple models. Reviews of various studies where a satisfying fit was found either with the first-order or with the second-order model have been written, whether in the case of the (ad) sorption of ions or of (bio)molecules (see, for example, refs 31–33). These review papers also remind the underlying theoretical background. Briefly, these two models, respectively, correspond to a value of \( n \) of 1 and 2 in the following general equation depicting the evolution of the coverage \( \theta(t) \) with time

\[
\frac{d\theta(t)}{dt} = k_n(1 - \theta(t))^n
\]

where \( n \) is the adsorption reaction order, \( \theta(t) \) is the coverage of the surface at time \( t \) (proportion of adsorption sites occupied by adsorbed species), and \( k_n \) is the rate constant. This equation can alternatively be rewritten as

\[
-\frac{d\lambda(t)}{dt} = k_n\lambda(t)^n
\]

where \( \lambda(t) \) is the concentration of available adsorption sites on the adsorbent surface corresponding to

\[
\lambda(t) = 1 - \frac{Q(t)}{Q_{ads,e}}
\]

where \( Q(t) \) and \( Q_{ads,e} \) are, respectively, the adsorbed amounts (generally given in mg/g of adsorbent or in mg/m²) at time \( t \) and at equilibrium. When \( n = 1 \) (pseudo-first order), integration of eq 2 leads to

\[
Q(t) = Q_{ads,e}\left[1 - \exp(-k_1 t)\right]
\]

while for \( n = 2 \) (second-order model) we have

\[
Q(t) = Q_{ads,e}\left[1 - \left(\frac{1}{1 + k_2 t}\right)^n\right]
\]

These two equations may then allow one to attempt fitting the experimental curve \( Q(t) = f(t) \) and conclude on the relevance of these two simple models for defining the adsorption kinetics observed. Interestingly, a literature overview (see, for example, refs 32 and 33) points out the fact that the kinetic model giving the best fit for experimental data points is deeply dependent on the dual adsorbate/adsorbent system: indeed, for a given ion or molecule, a good correlation was reported with either the first-order or the second-order model depending on the nature of the substrate. Thus, it does not appear possible/legitimate to expect that a given ion or molecule will invariably adsorb following one single model: the nature of its interactions with the substrate adsorption sites needs to be taken into account, and it dictates the thermodynamics and kinetics of the adsorption/desorption processes. It is, for example, obvious by comparing the sorption of arsenic(V), cadmium, or chromium(VI), among other metal cations, for various substrates, and which were shown to lead to either first-order (refs 34–36) or second-order (refs 37–39) correlations. The adsorption of tetracycline on various substrates was especially studied in some literature works, and the kinetics were matching with either a first-order model or a second-order one (e.g., refs 27 and 40–42), although the latter seems to be more commonly acknowledged. Similarly, a given type of substrate may lead to different kinds of interactions (and thus kinetic models) depending on the nature of the adsorbing species, which therefore does not allow one to strictly expect experimental data points to follow an unalterable kinetic model. Examples relating to adsorptive processes on apatite compounds which followed either first-order (e.g., ref 43) or second-order (e.g., refs 44 and 45) kinetic models, depending on the nature of the adsorbing species, were, for example, reported.

In the present study, a possible correlation with these two models was checked. The fit parameters which best described the data were determined (using the Origin 8.5 software and its statistical solver) upon minimizing the deviations of the theoretical curve from the experimental points. The goodness of fit was systematically recorded by statistical analysis. Table 1 reports, in particular, the residual sum of squares (RSS) and the adjusted \( R^2 \), both values being directly linked to the pertinence of the fit (the former being expected to decrease as close as possible to zero, and the latter to increase up to unity when improving the fit). For a reminder on these statistical outcomes,

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Statistical Analysis of the Goodness of Fit for TC Adsorption Kinetics on Nanocrystalline Apatite, According to Various Mathematical Models</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>no. of points</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>degrees of freedom (dof-error)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>residual sum of squares (RSS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adjusted ( R^2 )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\( n = 1.4 \) here, see text.
As may be seen in Table 1 by comparing the statistical outcomes of the first- and second-order models, the former cannot describe adequately our experimental data points, suggesting that the reaction order for the adsorption of TC on our biomimetic apatite is different from unity. This is especially evidenced by the significantly large value for the residual sum of squares (RSS). A noticeably increased goodness of fit was on the contrary obtained when fitting our experimental data points with the second-order model, thus suggesting a reaction order greater than 1. In their review paper, however, Liu and Liu33 point out that “there is not any theoretical basis for sorption reaction to be restricted to first- or second-order”. This is an important point that we also believe deserves attention when dealing with kinetic modeling: since the theoretical basis for sorption equation and keeping in mind that at time zero, taking the exponential of both terms and rearranging the mathematical setting. The idea of checking first glance as it involves continuously a varying function, namely, Q(t), and its involving rate of change versus time in the form of its first derivative. It can however be solved by resetting variables (preset value (including decimal ones) could a priori be also acceptable for such complex adsorbate/adsorbent systems. Examples of n = 1.4 or 2.1 (n being sometimes called x in publications) were, for example, given for describing ionic sorption. It is then suggested to check also, in every system of interest, the general equation (involving a nonpredetermined value of n), i.e., eq 2, and to determine the most statistically favorable value of n upon mathematical fitting. The idea of checking fits only with the values n = 1 and 2 does not appear legitimate: a better comprehension of actual mechanisms may be more easily reached by allowing a nonpredetermined order of reaction.

Solving eq 2 may not appear evident at first glance as it involves simultaneously a continuously varying function, namely, Q(t), and its involving rate of change versus time in the form of its first derivative. It can however be solved by considering it as a differential equation where the “variables” Q(t) and t can be separated. Indeed, the equation

\[
d\left(1 - \frac{Q(t)}{Q_{\text{ads,e}}}\right) = k_n \left(1 - \frac{Q(t)}{Q_{\text{ads,e}}}\right)^n dt
\]

(6)
can be rewritten as

\[
\frac{d}{dt} \left(1 - \frac{Q(t)}{Q_{\text{ads,e}}}\right) = k_n \left(1 - \frac{Q(t)}{Q_{\text{ads,e}}}\right)
\]

(7)
which can then lead, after integration, to the solutions

\[
\frac{\left(1 - \frac{Q(t)}{Q_{\text{ads,e}}}\right)^{(n-1)}}{n-1} = k_n t + c_n \text{ if } n \neq 1
\]

(8)
and

\[
-\ln \left(1 - \frac{Q(t)}{Q_{\text{ads,e}}}\right) = k_n t + c_n \text{ if } n = 1
\]

(9)
In the latter case (eq 9, where n = 1), we find again eq 4 (by taking the exponential of both terms and rearranging the equation and keeping in mind that at time zero, Q(0) = 0, leading in this case to the nullity of the constant c_n, c_n = 0) characteristic of the first-order model. In the general case where n is different from 1 (eq 8), it is finally possible to rearrange the terms to separate Q(t), leading to the general solution

\[
1 - \frac{Q(t)}{Q_{\text{ads,e}}} = (A t + B)^{1/1-n}
\]

(10)
where A = k_n(n - 1) and B = k_n(n - 1). Since at time zero Q(0) = 0, this leads in this case to B = k_n(n - 1) = 1. Therefore, the general solution of eq 8 can be rewritten as

\[
Q(t) = Q_{\text{ads,e}} [1 - (A t + 1)^{1/1-n}]
\]

(11)
From eq 11, it then becomes possible to fit directly any experimental kinetic curve Q(t) = f(t) and determining the best parameters of fit, namely, the values of Q_{ads,e}, A, and n. As a reminder, this equation is valid only for n ≠ 1; thus, the case of a first order has first to be checked and invalidated before using eq 11. For facilitating the fitting process, the initial value of Q_{ads,e} can be preset (but not fixed) to the apparent stabilization level visually assessed from the Q(t) = f(t) curve.

The application of eq 11 to our experimental kinetic data on the adsorption of TC on a biomimetic apatite led (see Table 1) to better fitting statistics when compared to both the first- and the second-order kinetic models. The best fit using this general model was found for the value n = 1.4 (and with Q_{ads,e} ≈ 41.5 mg of TC/g of apatite and A ≈ 0.52 min⁻¹, leading to the approximate rate constant in our experimental conditions of k = A/(n-1) ≈ 1.31 min⁻¹). Although at this stage it is difficult to draw mechanistic conclusions, the decimal value of n (comprised between 1 and 2) points to a rather complex adsorption process which can probably be related to the heterogeneous adsorbent surface and/or to the presence of several polar groups on the tetracycline molecule. In any case, it appears that, as suggested by Liu and Liu33 for other types of adsorption systems, the use of a general kinetic model with no preset reaction order is advisable when dealing with nanocrystalline apatites as adsorbents.

Taking into account the rather complex adsorption behavior observed here (kinetics not following a simple exponential tendency and more likely fitted with a decimal reaction order), the kinetic data were also tentatively fitted with a double-exponential model (DEM), which may be formulated by the following equation

\[
Q(t) = Q_{\text{ads,e}} - a_1 \exp(-k_1 t) - a_2 \exp(-k_2 t)
\]

(12)
Such a DEM model was previously considered to describe the kinetics of adsorption processes involving either two main populations of surface sites or two main parallel kinetic phases (one slower than the other, potentially involving diffusive steps). This was, for example, used for describing the adsorption of nucleic acid bases on montmorillonite, a clay material known to expose two types of sites, namely, on the interlayer region of the clay structure and on the faces of the lamella. The application of the DEM model to the present study of TC adsorption on nanocrystalline apatite was checked, and the obtained statistical outcomes were added in Table 1. As can be seen, an adjusted R² coefficient of 0.9983 was reached in this case, which is higher than the value (0.9975) obtained for the global kinetic model of order n = 1.4. This DEM model was tentatively tested here to investigate whether a multiexponential
variation could explain more satisfactorily the observed kinetic
data. Taking into account the surface heterogeneity of apatite
nanocrystals, it seems indeed reasonable to test also the
possibility of having more than one single contribution to the
adsorption kinetics. The good fit of the experimental data to a
double-exponential model is an indication that our hypothesis
may be right.

Although, at this point, it is difficult to assess the two physical
origins of this dual model by a lack of mechanistic information,
this correlation suggests a situation where a process in (at least)
two parallel stages may apply: whether this duality could be
linked to the existence of two main types or location of
adsorption sites, or of two main molecular orientations, or to
other causes is however still undetermined. Additional work on
various adsorbent/apatite systems as well as more detailed
analysis of the nonapatitic surface layer present on these
apatites will be needed to investigate further this point. The
good fit obtained with the DEM model might be also linked, at
least in some cases, to the existence of more or less accessible
sites, making diffusive aspects (e.g., through the sample
porosity) non-negligible. A deep exploration of the powder
porosity fell out of the scope of this paper; however, it may be
noted that BET analysis points to the mesoporous character of
such a nanocrystalline apatite powder, with a total pore volume
of around 1–1.5 cm³/g and an average pore diameter around
45 nm. It thus appeared interesting to check whether or not the
TC adsorption process was explainable on the basis of a single
diffusion step through the porosity. This was inspected by
checking if our kinetic data could be fitted by a square-root-of-
time relationship (Higuchi-like behavior). This type of
√t dependence is indeed often considered for describing kinetic
processes limited by diffusion mechanisms (e.g., through a
porous or degrading matrix). Our results clearly indicate
(see Table 1) that a unique k·√t variation cannot explain by
itself the distribution of experimental data points (adjusted R²
of 0.6062), showing that the kinetic evolution is not only
controlled by TC diffusion, in contrast to what was found in the
kinetic study of sludge-derived TC adsorption that was
controlled by intraparticle diffusion. However, this does not
definitively rule out the existence of diffusive constrains, as
diffusion aspects may still be present and take part in the
double-exponential variation observed in practice.

In the same philosophy, the Elovich equation (a rather
empirical model) was previously associated with adsorption
processes on heterogeneous surfaces (e.g., ref 49), and it thus
appeared sensible to assess also the quality of the fit obtained by
confronting this model with our experimental data. This
equation refers to the relation

$$\frac{dQ(t)}{dt} = a \cdot \exp(-(b \cdot Q(t)))$$

(13)

where a and b are constants (in the conditions of the experiment), leading to

$$Q(t) = \frac{1}{b} \ln(t + t_0) + \frac{1}{b} \ln(ab)$$

(14)

where t₀ is the pre-Elovich factor (t₀ = 1/ab), often negligible.
The correlation with this model can be checked by following the
logarithmic evolution of Q(t) versus t. The Elovich equation was, for example, recently shown to fit rather
adequately kinetic data referring to the adsorption of DNA
on biomimetic apatite (in anthropology/archeological set-
tings). The fitting statistics found in relation to the Elovich
model in the present study have been added in Table 1. The
goodness of fit was found to approach the statistics obtained
with the second-order equation, with an adjusted R² coefficient
of 0.9972. Although this model proves to be less accurate than
the DEM equation or even the general model with n = 1.4 to fit
our experimental data, the relatively good fit obtained seems to
highlight again the role of the heterogeneous adsorbing apatite
surface, especially in the case of a molecule such as tetracycline
which does not expose charged end groups with a known high
affinity for apatitic surfaces (contrary to phosphate, phospho-
nate, or carboxylate end groups). TC is however not totally
uncharged in our working conditions. It is indeed an
amphoteric molecule with ionizable groups (i.e., a tricarbonyl-
minate group, a phenolic diketone group, and a dimethyl amino
group, see Figure 1) which can undergo protonation or
de-protonation reactions depending on the pH. In
particular, the formation of a zwitterion has been pointed out for pH values between 3.3 and 7.7 where both the
physiological pH and our experimental value are included: in
this pH range, tetracycline exists as H₂TC⁰ or HTC⁻ species,
suggesting that the positive charge of the dimethylammonium
functional group on the TC molecule (due to the protonation
of the –N(CH₃)₂ group at a pH lower than 9.7, see Figure 1)
may contribute to some extent to promote electrostatic
interactions between TC and the apatite surface. However,
ammonium groups are generally considered to interact only
with a low affinity to the surface of apatite.

The above discussion suggests that nanocrystalline apatite
surfaces heterogeneity probably plays an important role on the
kinetic evolution experimentally observed here. Considering the
Elovich model also allows one to discuss the rate of
adsorption. Indeed, Wu et al. investigated in depth 64
adsorption systems (including inorganic and organic adsorbents
and ionic and molecular adsorbates) and their Elovich
parameters, and these authors classified these systems into
four categories (from I to IV) depending on the speed (rate) at
which the adsorption took place once establishing the contact
between the adsorbate and the adsorbent. A dimensionless
version of the Elovich relationship was rewritten for this
purpose by adding to the regular equation some reference Q
and t values (at high value of t, e.g., close to equilibrium, Qₑ,e)
and tₑ). This led to an equation of the form

$$Q(t) = Rₑ \cdot \ln \left( \frac{t}{tₑ} \right) + 1$$

where Rₑ (so-called “approaching equilibrium Elovich param-
eter”) decreases when the adsorption rate increases. Calculation
of the Rₑ parameter in our case seems reasonable due to the
relatively high correlation coefficient (albeit not the highest)
found when fitting our data with this model. It led in our case
to Rₑ ≈ 0.13. This value is found in category II of Wu et al.’s
classification, corresponding to so-called “mild rising”
adsorption systems (as for any Rₑ comprised between 0.1
and 0.3). TC adsorption on nanocrystalline apatite therefore
seems to be characterized by a rather intermediate rate of
interaction, which might to some extent be linked to the
absence of high-affinity charged end groups in the TC molecule
formula.

All in all, experimental kinetic data on tetracycline adsorption
on nanocrystalline apatite may be best described (in order of
goodness of fit) by (1) a double-exponential model (DEM) or
by (2) a global kinetic model with a reaction order of n = 1.4.
This kinetic investigation suggests in all cases that the adsorption of tetracycline molecules (polar but not exposing charged end groups with known high affinity for apatites) on biomimetic apatite is a rather complex phenomenon, probably caused to an important degree by the heterogeneity of the surface of such biomimetic apatites.

3.2.2. TC Adsorption Isotherm. On the basis of the above TC adsorption kinetics overview, contact time was fixed to 100 min in the subsequent adsorption study aiming at determining the whole adsorption isotherm (at ambient temperature, \( T \approx 22 \, ^{\circ}C \)).

The adsorption isotherm plotted in Figure 5 as \( Q_{ads,e} \) vs the equilibrium concentration \( C_{eq} \) is nonlinear. The plot is characterized by a rather steep increase of the adsorbed amount (up to about 10–15 mg TC/g apatite), followed by a progressive evolution toward stabilization. This general shape corresponds to a situation where adsorbed molecules tend toward monolayer coverage: no indication of a multilayer coverage was detectable.

These experimental data points have then been tentatively fitted to adsorption models encountered/discussed in the literature (e.g., refs 33, S1, and S2) and used for modeling adsorption data. In a first stage, three common models, namely, Langmuir, Freundlich, and Temkin, were considered; these three models being, respectively, described by the following equations

\[
Q_{ads,e} = Q_m \frac{K_L \cdot C_{eq}}{1 + K_L \cdot C_{eq}} \quad \text{Langmuir model} \tag{15}
\]

\[
Q_{ads,e} = K_F \cdot C_{eq}^{1/n} \quad \text{Freundlich model} \tag{16}
\]

\[
Q_{ads,e} = a \cdot \ln(C_{eq}) + b \quad \text{Temkin model} \tag{17}
\]

where \( K_L, Q_m, K_F, n, a, \) and \( b \) are the corresponding constants at fixed temperature. In order to ease this fitting procedure, the data have been replotted in terms of \( 1/Q_{ads,e} = f(1/C_{eq}), \ln(Q_{ads,e}) = f(\ln(C_{eq})), \) and \( Q_{ads,e} = f(\ln(C_{eq})) \), respectively, for the Langmuir, Freundlich, and Temkin models, and the goodness of fit can then be appreciated from the correlation coefficient of the obtained linear relationships. Among these three models, the best correlation was found when the experimental data points were fitted following the Temkin model (correlation coefficient \( R^2 \) of 0.9944, with \( a = 7.955 \pm 0.345 \) and \( b = -18.993 \pm 1.680 \)), while Langmuir and Freundlich led to \( R^2 = 0.9930 \) and 0.9361, respectively. The Temkin model states that all adsorption sites are not equal in terms of energy; therefore, this good correlation suggests that the adsorption behavior of TC molecules on biomimetic apatite does not correspond to one single type of interaction with a constant heat of adsorption independent of the surface sites and/or of the extent of coverage. Instead, the plurality of surface interactions is underlined here. The Temkin isotherm model has been initially built by considering a distribution of surface sites corresponding to decreasing adsorption enthalpies as a function of the coverage (e.g., ref 53) and was used in the literature to describe adsorption data on the adsorption of ionic adsorbents on heterogeneous surfaces (e.g., refs 40–43).

However, in the present case where the adsorbate molecules do not expose high-affinity charged end groups (in contrast to most adsorption studies dealing with apatites to this date), the plurality of molecular interactions at the apatite surface could also be in linking with different orientations of the tetracycline and/or with an adsorption behavior which is closely dependent on the coverage (lateral interactions between adsorbed molecules).

Despite a rather high correlation coefficient (0.9944) obtained when fitting the experimental data with a Temkin isotherm, the search for an even better correlation was pursued by testing other models also. The above result was indicative of a situation where the Langmuir hypotheses (single type of adsorption sites corresponding to a constant heat of adsorption, up to monolayer coverage, absence of lateral interaction) did not strictly apply. It was consequently interesting at this point to check whether a modification of the Langmuir isotherm could allow a better fit. In this view, the so-called Sips isotherm, also named the Langmuir–Freundlich isotherm, has been proposed and used to model adsorption processes (e.g., refs 33 and 54)

\[
Q_{ads,e} = \frac{Q_m \cdot K_F \cdot C_{eq}^m}{1 + K_F \cdot C_{eq}^m} \quad \text{Sips isotherm} \tag{18}
\]

where the Sips parameter \( m \) is the main alteration of eq 15 (the value \( m = 1 \) corresponding to a Langmuir isotherm). Note that in some reports, the Sips constant appearing in the equation is expressed with the exponent \( m \) as \( (K_F)^m \). At high coverage, \( K_F C_{eq}^m \) becomes significantly greater than 1; therefore, the system tends toward a monolayer coverage as in regular Langmuir; whereas at low coverage, \( K_F C_{eq}^m \ll 1 \) and eq 18 then resembles the Freundlich isotherm (eq 16). Equation 18 can be rewritten as

\[
\ln \left( \frac{Q_{ads,e}}{Q_m - Q_{ads,e}} \right) = \ln(K_F) + m \cdot \ln(C_{eq}) \tag{19}
\]

which allows one to test the correlation with this model by checking the linearity of the plot \( \ln(Q_{ads,e}/(Q_m - Q_{ads,e})) = f(\ln(C_{eq})) \) after estimating visually the asymptote value, \( Q_m \). A more formal fitting program can however be alternatively used (and should be preferred), thanks to the following rewriting (by extracting \( Q_{ads,e} \) from eq 19 and expressing it versus \( C_{eq} \))

\[
Q_{ads,e} = Q_m \cdot \frac{\exp \psi}{1 + \exp \psi} \tag{20}
\]

and noting
Applying eqs 20 and 21 to our experimental data leads to a regression coefficient very close to unity \((R^2 = 0.9990)\). This indicates an excellent match to the Sips isotherm (significantly improved over the Temkin model). The fitted Sips parameters were found as follows: \(m = 1.08 \pm 0.06, Q_m = 36.4 \pm 1.1 \text{mg/g},\) and \(K_m = 0.0067 \pm 0.0014\) (for \(C\) expressed in mg/L) which is equivalent to \(K_m = 8515.6 \pm 1.2\) (for \(C\) expressed in mol/L).

The value of \(Q_m\) is thus found to reach \(\sim 36.4 \text{mg per gram of nanocrystalline, noncarbonated apatite matured 1 day at room temperature. In moles, this value corresponds to 0.082 mmol/g (molecular weight of TC 444.4 g/mol) or, per m}^2, 0.68 \mu \text{mol/m}^2\) (apatite specific surface area close to 120 m}^2/g). At this point, it may appear tempting to try to compare this value to other adsorption cases. This is however not trivial when the adsorbent is a nanocrystalline apatite, as such apatites can exhibit very different physicochemical features and surface reactivities depending on their maturation state (which itself depends on synthesis conditions, as discussed in the Introduction). Data from the literature obtained for the adsorption of other molecules/drugs on “nanosized” apatite substrates may however be recalled, at least for a comparison of maximum adsorbed amounts. An adsorption plateau was, for example, found around 0.7 \mu \text{mol/m}^2 when considering the adsorption of terbium complexes of organic ligands, which is of the same order as the one found here to tetracycline. In contrast, greater \(Q_m\) values were, for example, reported, leading (after recalculation in \mu \text{mol/m}^2 for tiludronate (a bisphosphonate compound exhibiting phosphate groups with a high affinity for the surface of apatite), to \(\sim 2.4 \mu \text{mol/m}^2\) for platinum bisphosphonate complexes, to \(\sim 2.2 \mu \text{mol/m}^2\) for trimethylene phosphonate–polymethyleneamine, or even to \(\sim 8.2 \mu \text{mol/m}^2\) for doxorubicin. The observation of rather low adsorbed amounts for tetracycline is however rather not surprising, taking into account the lack of known high-affinity groups on the formula of tetracycline.

The value of \(m\) (1.08) found here differs somewhat from unity, thus supporting the need to “inject some Freundlich behavior” in regular Langmuir to correctly fit our data, which was similarly done previously for other liquid/solid systems (e.g., refs 33 and 54). These literature works discussed, from an applied viewpoint, the physical meaning of the parameters \(m\) and \(K_m\) from the Sips adsorption model. The fact that \(m\) is different from unity may be related to the heterogeneous character of the surface. The value of \(m\) may however also give some insight on the level of “cooperativity” between adjacent adsorbed species, involving lateral interactions (with \(m > 1\) for “positive” cooperativity and \(m < 1\) for “negative” cooperativity, as determined for theoretically homogeneous initial surfaces). In our case, the value of \(m\), greater than unity, could in fact denote both some degree of surface heterogeneity in the accessible adsorption sites and a non-negligible role of lateral interactions (positive role of adsorbed molecules on the adsorption of further molecules). Positive cooperativity was also found for the adsorption of proteins on hydroxyapatite by Lu and Andrade (in that work, the Sips isotherm was used by the authors in another form known as the Hill equation). The existence of many polar groups in various parts of the TC molecule probably favors the formation of lateral cooperativity in the adsorption process; however, without the input of computational chemistry, for example, it appears delicate at this point to propose here specific molecular orientations of the TC molecule at the surface of apatite nanocrystals.

The value of \(K_m\) has also been shown to bear some thermodynamic meaning, being related to the change in standard Gibbs free energy of adsorption; the overall change in free energy being the driving force of the adsorption process. Liu et al. pointed out that the following relation applied (for a value of \(K_m\) determined from \(C\) in mol/L):

\[
K_m = \exp\left(\frac{-\Delta G_{ads}^\circ}{RT}\right)
\]

In our case, this equation leads to \(\Delta G_{ads}^\circ \approx -22 \text{kJ/mol}\) (uncertainty estimated to \(\pm 1 \text{kJ/mol}\). This negative value points to a situation where the adsorption process (TC on biomimetic apatite) is favored in standard conditions. According to Liu et al., the overall effective change of free energy, \(\Delta G_{ads}^\circ\), can then be calculated for any condition during the adsorption process (corresponding to concentration in solution of \(C\), mol/L, and to an adsorbed amount \(Q_{ads}\)) from the relation

\[
\Delta G_{ads} = \Delta G_{ads}^\circ - mRT\ln(C) + RT\ln\left(\frac{Q_{ads}}{Q_{th} - Q_{ads}}\right)
\]

where \(Q_{th}\) is the maximum theoretical capacity (expressed in the same unit as \(Q_{ads}\) here in mg/g), \(R\) is the gas constant (8.314 J mol\(^{-1}\) K\(^{-1}\)), \(T\) is the absolute temperature in Kelvin, and \(m\) is the exponent of the Sips isotherm. Considering that \(Q_{ads} = Q_{sat}\) (= saturation level of the isotherm), eq 23 allows one to verify that, at equilibrium (i.e., for \(C = C_{sat}\) and \(Q_{ads} = Q_{ads,e}\)), the values of \(\Delta G_{ads}\) are close to zero. This was indeed the case in the present work, where values of \(\Delta G_{ads}\) at equilibrium, calculated using eq 23, were systematically found close to zero, between 0 and 0.7 kJ/mol (\(\pm 1 \text{kJ/mol}\) for all data points. Negative values of \(\Delta G_{ads}\) then occur during the whole TC adsorption process (up to reaching 0 at equilibrium). For instance, when 1000th (1/1000th) of the total adsorption amount is reached (calculated, for example, for any initial concentration down to 10\(^{-10}\) mol/L), which is around the initiation of the adsorption process, \(\Delta G_{ads}\) ranges between 34 and 30 kJ/mol. It may be noted that such \(\Delta G_{ads}\) values fall close to the limit between physisorption and chemisorption. Taking into account the absence of an “obvious” high-affinity charged end group on the TC molecules, it appears reasonable to consider that these non-negligible negative values probably originate not only from substrate/molecule interactions at the adsorption sites but also from stabilizing (positive) lateral contributions, as suggested above by the \(m > 1\) value of the Sips parameter.

3.2.3. TC Release Experiment in Aqueous Medium (Neutral pH). The above results indicate the possibility to adsorb TC molecules, in a controlled and describable way, on the surface of a nanocrystalline biomimetic apatite. This may present an applied interest, for example, in the field of bone regeneration and infection control. It was thus interesting, at this point, to inspect (in a preliminary way here) the TC release behavior in aqueous medium. In order to privilege a situation where solely the adsorption/desorption of TC would come into play (absence of competitive molecular adsorption), this release experiment was undergone in deionized water, set to neutral pH, in the absence of any foreign molecules.

The experimental setup is detailed in the Materials and Methods. Briefly, a pellet of TC-loaded apatite was first
prepared (mass of pellet 96 mg, initial concentration in TC during adsorption 490 mg/L, corresponding to an equilibrium concentration during the adsorption experiment of 362 mg/L and to an adsorbed amount $Q_{ads}$ of 32.4 mg TC/g apatite). Consequently, the TC-loaded pellet of 96 mg contained a total of 3.11 mg of TC, distributed throughout the pelletized powder. The pellet was introduced in a recirculation cell (total volume of medium 50 mL), and the TC concentration transferred to the medium versus time was measured. Figure 6 reports the plot of the measured TC concentration versus time. The release is found to be initiated immediately after immersion in aqueous medium and is continuous with time with a progressive decrease of release rate as usually in release studies.

The data points have been tentatively fitted to mathematical models often encountered in release profile fitting and described, for example, by Costa. The plot could not be reasonably fitted to neither zero-order ($R^2 = 0.886$) nor first-order ($R^2 = 0.611$) models, as the cumulative released TC concentration ($C_{cumulated}$) or its logarithm did not vary linearly with time. Also, only a poor linear correlation ($R^2 = 0.930$) was found between ln(−d$Q_{ads}$/dt) and (ln $Q_{ads}$), where $Q_{ads}$(t) is the remaining adsorbed amount at time t, thus indicating that a “simple” desorption model describable by the following equation (as in the case of the desorption of a gaseous molecule, for example) did not apply here

$$r_d = -\frac{dQ_{ads}(t)}{dt} = a \cdot [Q_{ads}(t)]^p \cdot \exp\left(-\frac{E_d}{RT}\right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (24)$$

where $r_d$ is the rate of desorption, $a$ is the pre-exponential factor, $p$ is the order of the desorption kinetics, and $E_d$ is the activation energy of the desorption process. The plot was then tentatively fitted to the rather general Korsmeyer–Peppas model, with a power dependency of the type $C_{cumulated} = a \cdot t^p$. A high level of correlation was then found ($R^2 = 0.997$), with the fitted values $a = 0.510 \pm 0.033$ and $b = 0.509 \pm 0.017$. It may be remarked that the value of $b$ is very close to 0.5, therefore suggesting that the kinetics of release could in fact be described, at least in a first good approximation, by a Fick diffusion model in $\sqrt{t}$, corresponding to the Higuchi model which is a particular case of Korsmeyer–Peppas modeling. This observation thus suggests that a diffusion phenomenon could be the rate-limiting step in the present release study. Taking into account both the rather small size of tetracycline molecules and the pelleting of the powder, diffusion through intercrystalline porosity appears indeed expectable in this case.

### 3.3. CONCLUSIONS

This study investigated in depth the adsorption process of tetracycline molecules (polar but not exhibiting known high-affinity end groups for apatite surfaces) on a biomimetic nanocrystalline apatite. We showed that this antibiotic molecule/substrate association followed a well-determined adsorption process, despite rather low adsorbed amounts as compared to molecules exposing end groups like phosphonates, for example. The kinetics of adsorption could be best fitted to a double-exponential model or otherwise to a general kinetic equation with a decimal reaction order ($n = 1.4$), pointing out in all cases a rather complex adsorption phenomenon. The adsorption isotherm could be perfectly described on the basis of the Sips model (aka Langmuir–Freundlich) with an exponent coefficient greater than unity ($m \cong 1.08$), highlighting the heterogeneity of the surface and suggesting also some degree of cooperativity between adjacent adsorbed molecules. The (negative) change in Gibbs free energy of adsorption was also evaluated from the Sips parameters; it indicates a situation close to the limit between simple physisorption (not multilayer in this case) and chemisorption.

The use of tetracycline-loaded scaffolds based on nanocrystalline biomimetic apatites may therefore be envisioned in the future. In a preliminary experiment, the release of TC molecules was studied in water at neutral pH (in the absence of competing species) so as to examine the release profile. In our experimental conditions, using pelleted TC-loaded nanocrystalline apatite, TC molecules were found to be released progressively and following a Higuchi-like behavior pointing out a rate-limiting step of diffusive nature. This study should prove helpful for a better understanding of the interaction of polar molecules and biomimetic apatites and, in particular, for the setup of bone scaffolds functionalized by way of molecular adsorption, e.g., in view of the release of adsorbed drugs directly on the implantation site.
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